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Preface. Don't think you can temper my joy in the life I made for myself. My life has been in the 

bank since I was 32.

When you were 32, you got a promotion and had another child, bought a house or a bigger one. 

When I was 32, I stopped speaking to my parents, my siblings and all of my friends, bought my 

first cowboy boots and found an artist's anatomy class on a dark, dirty street in Chelsea.

When you were 33, you had an affair and you and your spouse went into marriage counseling. 

When I was 33, I filled three sketchbooks with drawings of every bone - every single bone - and 

each of the surface muscles of the body, broke up with my autistic boyfriend and got engaged to 

a sculptor who had an eight-foot tall marble torso in his front room and a forge next to the 

kitchen, and spent Saturday mornings doing dissections. We fought for months because he 

couldn't understand why I preferred to fill my sketchbooks in my apartment in Hoboken that had 

no furniture instead of "home" in the studio with him and our two dogs.



When you were 34, you built an addition on your house to try to save your marriage. When I was 

34, I moved back to Nebraska and turned the front room of my apartment into a woodcarving 

studio.

When you were 35, you got your first divorce and bought a sportscar or a motorcycle. When I 

was 35, I moved to San Francisco with my 23-year-old fiance and lived in an efficiency where he 

made xerographic murals and I made life-sized sculpture.

When you were 45, you got your second divorce. When I was 45, I had gallery representation 

and I was getting paid and reviewed as a theater artist.

When you were 55, you started renewing yourself. When I was 55, I started a theater company.

When you were 60, you started dealing with your regrets about what you missed. When I was 60, 

I made my first feature film.

My life has been in the bank since I was 32, and this year that I am 63, I have taken it out of the 

bank. This shiny joy likely will not tarnish because I probably will not live long enough for that 

to happen.

Don't think you can temper my joy in the life I made for myself.



           



Introduction. I do not like books about acting. I like to read and hear what other actors have to 

say about their own process.

My instrument and I are not perfect. My voice is too small. I have a Midwestern accent. There 

are too many glottals in my speech and there are no vowels in the English language that are as 

stretched out as I often pronounce them.

Luckily, I am not a perfectionist. Besides, we live in an imperfect world. I try to be ready, 

instead. 

A person who is ready has plan. My plan, usually, is to turn on the camera, hit record and tell the 

truth.

To tell the truth, I have to be quiet inside so that when the truth starts, I will be able to hear it.

Wait a minute. BREATHE, STRETCH, turn on the camera, BREATHE, hit record, BREATHE 

and tell the truth.



           



My skin is the fourth wall. A woman thinks the Universe is collapsing and while trying to find 

a black hole to escape into, winds up in a mental hospital. As she tries to convince her 

Psychiatrist to release her so that she can resume her search for a black hole and save herself, her 

imaginary friend, an alien astronomer who lives inside an old black and white TV, delivers a 

lecture on dark energy. Barton O. Lewis, an amateur astronomer, wrote the script. I am the actor 

and producer, and  improvised the characters around the script.

Process has always been more satisfying for me than a finished product. As a theater artist, I was 

usually sorry when the rehearsal period ended. As a playwright, I loved outlining and hated 

slogging through the shit – i.e., rewriting, which is most of what the writing process is. The 

TYFTB playlist linked below was originally 7 hours long and included 5 monologues by the 

central character, The Woman, that depicted 5 separate sessions with a psychiatrist, a segment 

from a vintage government video about space exploration that played in the background while a 

social worker did paperwork, shots looking over the shoulder of a security guard watching our 

heroine on a monitor, and a scene of The Woman in a manhole that she went down into, thinking 

she might find a black hole there.

                                             

The final version of TYFTB is 50 minutes, including titles and credits. Plenty of darlings have 

been slaughtered during this process. In fact, knowing that my darlings are nevertheless forever 

on the Web probably makes it easier to kill them. I will never sit down to write drama again until 



I have first spent many hours on my feet improvising in front of the camera.

           

I have been exploring as a character the hominid “Lucy,” the name given to the skeleton of a 

female Australopithecus Afarensis discovered by Donald Johanson in Ethiopia in 1974. I am 

fascinated by Lucy and also made a life-sized sculpture of her for one my shows at Ceres 

Gallery. Because I spent so many hours of research to get the size, shape and proportions right 

for the sculpture, I already knew her pretty well.

Now, I’ve done actor character research, even making “skin” (a costume) for Lucy. The costume 

didn’t work, but in the process of building Lucy, exploring her anatomy and thinking about what 

her daily life would have been like, I got to know her as more than just one of my favorite 

historical figures. I am the creature now – I didn’t get into Lucy’s skin, she got into mine.]

.



Acting versus performance art. My husband, Michael Lewis, and I used to have heated 

discussions about what is the difference between performance and acting. We had these 

discussions mostly because of my insecurity about acting. I loved acting even during all the years 

it caused me anxiety, subjected me to humiliation and harsh criticism and made me cry. A lot. 

           

But one day I realized my own beautiful truth about acting: I will never run out of art because I 

never stop learning. Acting is bottomless. That is terrifying, beautiful and such a strangely 

comforting paradox. “Running out of art” has been my greatest fear since I was 15.

In the last few months, I have come to a new realization about acting after I wrote an outline for 

an epic about a family’s history since slavery. It was (and is) a difficult story that begins with a 

man beating his wife to death. The Blue Lady: LaLi pleads for her son



           

           

I started my process on-camera as I always do with monologues by the central character in order 

to flesh out who, with whom, where, and why. By the time I had done an hour’s worth of time on 

camera in character, the central character, the ghost of the murdered woman named Blue, was not 

the central character anymore. In fact now, Blue may only be  a 5 second pan of a bruised body 

under a sheet.

How did this shift of focus happen? That’s not really the question – the question is who shifted 

the focus? The answer is the three women who drive the story and cause a chain of events to 

occur that completely changes the status quo. These three women went on camera and started 

telling their story. The first time Blue, a slave, is beaten by her husband, a mulatto who is the 

Master’s only son, the eldest female house servant will not let her in the big house to escape her 

husband. When the Master starts dying a horribly painful death from illness, his wife, who lost 

all of her own sons in infancy and hates her husband and his son, does not get him medical help 

nor does she try to help him as he endlessly screams in pain. As he dies, his son’s mother, who is 



traumatized and mad from being beaten and raped as a child, laughs until her distraught son 

begins beating his wife outside. That is the story the characters tell.

           

And letting a character tell its story is what acting is, I think, through an actor’s performance. On 

camera or on stage, the medium is the messenger, not the message itself.



The backstory of artifice. Isn't it interesting that we all walk of the Cave every day and out into 

a jungle? We call it Society, but all it is is a tedious, clumsy artifice to help us collaborate in the 

fiction that death is not lurking behind that fiction, which of course, it always is. How easily we 

participate in the fiction, how often we question it, how deeply we believe it - that's a matter of 

personality, upbringing, attitudes AND balance. I believe balance is the riskiest element involved 

in collaborating in our collective, this artifice we call society. Something unbalanced my ability 

to participate in the fiction this past winter, probably being an outsider witnessing in close 

proximity the crumbling of a legal dynasty as its founder, who had not vested any of his 

associates (enough for one or a few of them to take over for him) waste and die. He left chaos in 

his wake. 

   

And now in real life and real time, I have watched people pick up the pieces of the dynasty and 

persevere (because that's the way NATURE made us) and survive - moment by moment 

redefining what their "work" is by doing it. 



I have never felt comfortable in society's fiction. I will never feel comfortable in society's fiction. 

But I have always done my part and in the last six months, I have seen firsthand that actual labor 

is the backstory of the fiction. 

Acting is the least mysterious of all crafts. Whenever we want something from somebody or when 

we want to hide something or pretend, we're acting. Most people do it all day long. MARLON 

BRANDO, New York Times, Jul. 2, 2004.



       

       



The math of metamorphosis. Realizing the inevitability of the direction of my path – i.e., that it 

is likely the only shorts coming from me in the 30 years I have left will be scenes from the 

movies I make as I make them, and that may put me outside video art – I have been thinking a lot 

about the difference between video art and cinema, both in general and in particular as it pertains 

to, defines and describes my own work.

            

            

I have thought – and heard myself saying a lot – that it was inevitable I would make longer (40-

minutes plus) movies because I was a playwright. That’s probably just silly: I am a FAILED 

playwright, number one, and wrote plays so I could act them, number two; and number three, big 

number three: my movie projects begin when the filmmaker Sylvia Toy turns on, focuses, and 

white balances the camera, and the actor Nena St. Louis starts talking and going into a new 

narrator-character in front of the camera.



              

I make cinema because I can’t help making story, not because I studied playwriting for 10 years. 

Making story is easier because I have a solid foundation, but that is not why I do it.

The pen IS mightier than the sword, but so is the camera, and so is the spoken word. And 

because of the improved hand/eye dexterity my brain has now after making video art for 6 years, 

I finally have visual design skills, which makes my cinematic shots better, more interesting, more 

fun for the viewer, and better storytelling.

Movie directors have to kill their darlings. Visual artists cannot.



       

 



Acting versus performance art, again. Once upon a time, I sat down and wrote a first draft 

play from beginning to end in six weeks and it was clear from the first day what the throughline 

was. Since that time, I have become a better storyteller, but sometimes I search for a throughline 

for months, like a cat chasing her tail. No, not a dog, a cat. And then there are those times when 

it's not even a non-linear narrative, in which having a throughline is beside the point.

                        

Serendipitous to see this article by Mimmo Di Caterino, L'arte? Non è contemplazione, non più, 

as I contemplate making later this week my first "pure" performance art in about a year and a 

half. The project has designed as opposed to plotted itself inside my head, and it has been 

forming for over a year. 

“Durante la performance oggetto e processo si confondono, si creano e producono in simultanea, 

quando un artista è vero, vive a tempo pieno la sua performance di ricerca di senso e di vita con 

il suo pubblico, anche negli affetti e negli effetti privati. Mimmo Di Caterino. (During the 

performance object and merge process, you will create and produce simultaneous, when an artist 

is true, lives full-time performance of his search for meaning and life with his audience, even in 

suffering and in fact private. - Google Translate)”



After reading this, I wonder whether an actor can even do "pure" performance art. My best work 

seems to be created by my characters, not myself. I don't know anymore whether I can even be 

myself on stage/ on camera. 

   

One does what one does, so my query is moot, really; and "overworking" or overthinking one's 

work is rookie and also a sin.

But I am bookmarking this article and will be returning to it.   



       



Dancing elephants. In the alien culture of my gestating story, babies’ brains are installed with 

wireless at birth. A major part of the education of children by their parents and in the rest of the 

culture is learning to control privacy over their own thoughts.

Conflict conflict conflict. That's the heart of the story: fighting for one's own mind, knowing the 

difference between oneself and everyone else.

The ghost of the alien anthropologist (who discovers an ancient Compleat Works of William 

Shakespeare in a still intact vault under the ruins of the New York Public during an excavation of 

the long dead planet Earth) is a metaphor for the core conflict - oh, and the comic relief, since he 

hasn't got a clue about acting Shakespeare.

Which of course means, I need a good Shakespearean actor. There will at least two other 

characters. One is probably a cop, i.e., librarian who has responsibility for controlling 

information, etc. That would be me. The other character is an idealistic artist who probably 

doesn't understand how much of herself she gives away that is not art.

That's the goddamn dancing elephant of the story. But, first a script.

Film at 11 sometime next year.



            

              



Method. I have been a little underground, "researching" my new character, an incessant pencil 

freak who only lives to draw. So, I am trying to live and breathe drawing as much as possible as I 

used to until high school. Most of my teachers would not let me draw in class - but one of my 

Algebra was a really different kind of person, enlightened & exceptionally accepting. I think he 

actually LIKED kids. He and I made an agreement that I would not draw on the papers that I 

turned in during class nor on my homework.Harmony is the "quality of forming a pleasing and 

consistent whole."

    

As I watch myself drawing with more confidence and happiness after a hiatus from drawing 

every day that lasted about 30 years, I know that harmony happened while I was "away."

I believe part of the process of achieving harmony is navigating resistance. Resistance in Art 

(and possibly elsewhere in human experience) is relative. I first thought about resistance while 

trying to find the best drawing for me that will also be photogenic while I am drawing on camera 

for my movie, The Spinster. I got nice footage during two shoots using Sharpies. The drawings 

look good on camera. But they don't feel good to me.

"They don't feel good to me" is not dissatisfaction with the way the drawings turned out or self- 

critique. It is about not having a good experience during the process. It's like eating something 

that's just the wrong texture. It really is. 



Or, it's like working clay instead of carving wood. It's a matter of resistance and navigating that 

resistance. It's about texture. The difference in texture between the feel of clay no matter how 

leathery and the feel of wood no matter how smooth is enormous.

So, realizing that for me, satisfactory navigation of resistance involves working with rough, 

tough, uneven and sometimes unpredictable surfaces like my favorite woods, I understood why 

crisply gliding across the paper with Sharpies made me uneasy and even made me feel 

disappointed. 

I went shopping and not having bought anything to draw with for thirty years, it was quite an 

adventure. I did not recall that they make sticks of graphite that are almost as thick as the handle 

of a wood chisel. What a wonderful thing!



Serendipity and craft. There was a time when video was a daunting, if exciting, new art form 

for me. Video has quite a learning curve - i.e., cameras and camera operation, light (which is not 

the same thing as lighting), lighting, framing, editing, etc. However, since I already had a 

professional's understanding of presentation, I already knew that I would die the first time 

someone called my motion picture art "home movies." And I did, die, that is.

   

 

But luckily for me, part of already being a professional artist was knowing that just in case one 

of my home movies turned out well, I should exercise the highest skill and attention to 

presentation that I was capable of. My nanomovies began holding up well to curation. And 

though it probably was inevitable that having trained as a playwright that I would gravitate to 

making longer, more narrative work, I try to keep my mind open to moments of experience that 

are serendipitous opportunities for shorter works.



           

           

           



Zapped. We are born, most of us, cute plump soft cuddly with a captive audience. Then, at some 

point, unfortunately while we are still cute plump soft cuddly, most of us get zapped by life. 

Often but not always, we get zapped while our captive audience is distracted; or a genetic 

predisposition switches on by random event; or our captive audience simply neglects us.

           

 And because we are soft machines with a soft circuitry on our control panel that is bruised badly 

or worse, depending on our own individual natures, we inevitably try via the time machine of 

memory to return to the way things were before life zapped us. Unfortunately, memory can only 



imitate (inevitably badly, on average) history. Memory is not history. 

   

And depending on our own individual natures, we either resume from some point of pseudo- 

history or we start all over, reborn by our own emotional midwifery.  



instinct. When I was in my early 30s and set up my living room as a sculpture studio, I had a 

goal of making 30 life-sized, carved wooden figures in order to start my portfolio. On the days 

that I did not feel like going home from dayjob and putting on my overalls, I used to tell myself: 

“Nobody is going to get up and go in there and do it for you.”

I gradually became so disciplined that now, my mind is always prepared because my whole body 

is a studio. Even in the middle of the night (where at my age, a person often spends a lot of time), 

I “get off my ass,” so to speak, as soon as my brain is awake and start busting it – my ass, that is.

I am a committed actor, always learning & trying to grow. Along my path, I have been a solo 

performance artist and I also have had the privilege of working for & with some really talented, 

generous people. I think if not for that rich experience, I would not have come upon video art & 

filmmaking as art forms. Those mediums have made me really happy.

I remember vividly when my friend/collaborator/acting coach told me “You have to turn off your 

writer now.” Mind you, this was about a week before I opened my solo play, Alan Klasky Never 

Loved Me, which had me frantically memorizing, rewriting and re-memorizing almost all the 

way up to the day I left to go do the show at Cafe Voltaire in Chicago.

My friend is one of the reasons that I continued becoming a better actor long after I realized that 

I will never be more than adequate as a playwright (for reasons stated below). Mind you, one of 

the reasons that I know my work is mediocre is that I was the resident dramaturg of Jump! 

Theatre Company for five years. My moment of truth came while I was writing notes on a work-

in-progress by a 23 year-old playwright. I immediately recognized that despite the all the rookie 



writing frou frou and muck, the work was pure and glistened like a pearl in the muck. My 

writing, unlike my acting, just never even can get to the muck. What a truly horrible moment of 

realization that was! And it lasted for a long time until I was working on a new monologue of 

mine that was based on my disastrous freshman year at college. In a “kitchen scene” (i.e., 

multiple character scene in which I played all the characters having an argument) between my 

mother, my father and myself, my father and I were going at each other’s throats (not unusual for 

totally conflicting if loving personalities), and it was a palpable moment during one rehearsal 

when I actually looked over my shoulder for my mother to intervene. Bear in mind that my father 

had been dead for almost 10 years and my mother was 1500 miles away.

That was the moment I knew was right in telling people my actor had more depth achieve than 

my writer ever would. Instinct told me that.

Instinct, the heart of improvisational acting.

                                    

I am never going to finish this video. I am very excited about that. The reason for not finishing it 



is simply that the significance of the video could never equal the gravity of what I learned from 

making it.

I finally understand what I have been doing as an artist for the last 5 years well enough to 

objectively describe it.

I am an actor who trained as a playwright over a period of 10 years. As a writer, I reached a level 

of mediocrity beyond which I cannot rise – it is as if I can see a barrier between myself and 

excelling as a dramatic writer.

   



Art. The process of art involves not merely creativity, but also the ability to render one’s ideas in 

a form that communicates those ideas to a viewer. The ability to render one’s ideas involves 

“practice, practice, practice.” Practice is a complicated process that I believe involves 

negotiating, transversing and creating connections between the parts of the brain, including 

native skill and acquired experience, that make possible rendering an idea into recognizable 

form.

I will never be the brilliant writer that I always wanted to become because I do not have the 

native skill to achieve any more than competency in negotiating, transversing and creating the 

necessary mental connections to render ideas into a written story.

                            

As an actor, I am not a “natural.” I had to work my ass off to burrow through an unbelievably (to 

me, who always thought I was sincere and honest), densely constructed, tediously and carefully 

maintained load of my own pure, unadulterated crap. The good thing about a load of an actor’s 



own crap is how much information can be mined from it. It’s a beautiful thing, really, since crap 

is a renewable resource.

“In a cavern in a canyon” – covered in crap like a miner in coal dust – that’s where I have 

worked ever since I retired from stage acting 6 years ago and became a real actor by mining my 

own crap and coming face to face with myself. Before I retired, I had the great opportunity to 

work with directors, actors, and acting teachers and coaches, who by their good example helped 

me keep the faith that I would eventually would be able to make something of myself and my 

crap as actor.

                                      

Acting is how I learned to hit the ground running inside my brain and negotiate the connections 

that are necessary to render ideas into a story. I am not a scientist and I do not know why it is so 

easy for me to sit in from a camera, start talking and improvise an intricate story of which I had 

no inkling, let alone an outline, before I started talking.

I do not know why I create story with ease facing a camera lend as opposed to facing an 



impenetrable obstacle when I try to do it facing a blank screen or piece of paper.

However, I have a theory why it is so. That is, that it is my characters who create their own 

worlds and then create their own conflicts; and in the world of the characters, the stories of the 

resolution of their conflicts unfolds in improvisations by the character.

                            

Exactly. I find a character or the character finds me and screams for days until I respond to it. At 

the very beginning of a project, I turn on the camera and put the character in front of it. And no 

matter what happens, the rule is that I stay in character until the beats are played out. By the time 

the beats are played out (anywhere from 5 minutes to an hour, but usually around 25 minutes), I 

have recorded the backstory and the status quo, and sometimes I know that early in the process 

what in the character’s world initiated the conflict.

I have been doing this and getting better at it since 2007. I don’t know how many times I’ve told 

myself “I don’t believe you – that sounds like a lie. Start over.” I have practiced practiced 



practiced, and learned to move with courage and even joy through my own crap. I have learned 

to negotiate my brain and let my characters make up better stories than I will ever be able to 

write.

                            

My characters wear clothes I wouldn’t, usually also makeup I don’t know why they would go to 

that much trouble for, and eventually, one of them will probably want a purple outfit (I have a 

morbid hatred of the color purple). They are dumber than I am, smarter than I am, more 

pessimistic or cynical that I can even imagine, more liberal or conservative than I am, 

homosexual, and even male. They are interesting, and they get into all sorts of conflict, the kind 

that I live too simply anymore to have myself. I love them, but I am glad that I am not any of 

them; and if they were real people, they probably would be glad of that also.



Commitment. the word that came to mind when I started watching Kool: Dancing in My Mind, 

Robert Wilson's homage to Japanese dancer and choreographer, Suzushi Hanayagi. It also came 

to mind what the best people who have taught me all said - when you move, move like you mean 

it and know why you mean it and where you came from. 

           

When I work with actors, facilitating dramatic improvisation ("directing" is not what I call what I 

do), I don't say "try that again/slow down/again, but this time." I say “I don't believe you. Where 

are you? What do you want?"
     

           

Just a thought. I rarely am in a situation anymore where I'm  watching someone else work. 

Except I did hear myself telling two of my Indigo Lady actors last month “This is your scene. I 

gave you a fact situation and you created your characters. You know them better than I do - I 



trust that you'll be true to your character. I will have to edit for length, but I am not going to edit 

your acting. why would I do that?" 

           

And they proceeded to create their relationship and tell each other how their characters felt in the 

situation. And at that point, they were in charge of their world, their space and how things were 

shaped. and I was the cameraman, a witness to their art action.



   

   

Character, my own definition. After all my suffering around acting for 25 years, I can finally 

communicate in concise descriptions what it is I do and believe in.

 

"A consistent, believable set of actions and expressions of emotion that come through the actor in 

such a way as to affect his voice, body and environment."



       



Performance art is an acquired taste. Performance art, live that is, is an acquired taste. As a 

theatre artist, I was not evangelical about getting my work out there (well, maybe in 1994), 

trying to make converts. I chose solo performance for the same reason that I was a paralegal 

instead of an art teacher or living off grants: if I got money in a part of the world where I 

couldn’t really even talk about what I did as an artist, I was isolated but I was free. It’s okay for 

people to tell me how I might do whatever it is better, but not how or WHAT to do. I did not 

want to be beholden to anyone – I would rather be at the end of the pecking order and get 

nothing than be beholden to anyone.

                                  

I also thought it would make me feel polluted to make art any other way than the way that I saw 

it inside my head. That’s why I have never cared for my play SCHOOLS except for two factors 

of acting that play.



One is easy: playing 20 characters was showing off as well as a great acting exercise for me, 

especially since playing the main character of my mother, was playing way way way way against 

type for me. I was taught at a young age by someone, maybe my father, that if I wasn’t 

stretching, I wasn’t working hard enough. Besides, people who thought I sucked stopped saying 

that out loud enough that it got back to me after SCHOOLS.

   

The second factor is not easy, and not easy to make clear. Telling the truth is my own most basic 

rule as an artist – if I catch myself telling not the truth, the sculpture goes in the dumpster, the 

play literally gets cut up and sorted into good stuff, maybe stuff and trash, and the video gets 

erased or put on the shelf until the rest of the truth shows up (no matter how long that takes). 

Telling the truth is as searing as a knife that’s red hot. Talking about race is neither red hot nor 

pointed for me; it’s room temperature and definitely dull as a knife that you cut meatloaf with.



SCHOOLS was only interesting for me and justifiable for getting paid to do it without feeling 

like a whore because I made my bigger-than-life mother the main character, not because I got to 

talk about all the rotten things white people and America have done to me blah blah blah.

                                  

I care about holding my own in society as a person who has adapted well enough to earn most of 

my money in a part of society that might as well be foreign country to me (the American legal 

industry). I care about being able turning myself into a human being in spite of struggling with 

bipolar disorder since I was a toddler. I care about having been a professional artist (read: 

exhibited, produced, paid). I care most about being in charge of my own self and my own life, 

and I would rather be alone and isolated, or dead if necessary, than not to be in charge of myself. 

I check my “stats” several times a day. It gives me no small tamount of sheer joy that so far, the 

most-watched videos of my old live theatre shows that I’ve put up on Vimeo in the past couple of 

weeks are ESSAYS ON ANGER AND CUSTARD PIE and JUMP, not SCHOOLS. That fact is 

meaningless to anyone who doesn’t know me pretty damn well, I know. But it gives ME no end 

of satisfaction. I am over it, finally. Vindicated.



   

   


